Munich, Jan 9 (CMD) -- Radio Zagreb last night quoted the Tanjug correspondent in Prague as saying the latest Czechoslovak Central Committee plenum had discussed the first rotation of cadres in Czechoslovakia, but bigger changes may wait for parliamentary elections this year.

Here is the text of the Radio Zagreb report:

"The latest plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia has been officially appraised as the most important step for the practical realization of the policy determined by the 13th (party) congress. However, its significance if much greater, primarily due to the way in which topical problems of the political and economic development were handled and solved. Here is a commentary by the Tanjug Prague correspondent, Velimir Budimir:

"Actually, that which happened at this plenum is the first concrete realization of the decisions of the October plenum which discussed the position and the role of the party under new conditions.

"The Presidium and the Central Committee, as they stressed themselves, have begun to realize that policy starting from themselves, and - as is stressed - in an indeed democratic, realistic, and critical way, and with full responsibility. Certainly it will now be easier to apply the new, democratic working methods in all party agencies and at all levels.

"The latest plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia has shown more expressly than any plenum hitherto that the new spirit and measures in the economy, the thorough reform of the economy and the economic management cannot remain in the strictly economic framework. However, under the influence of the new measures, the old way of work and activities changed more speedily in the economy than in the political institutions.

"In the party, too, old methods and many shortcomings in the methods and the working style remained within the party leadership and in the concrete application of principles of democratic centralism and inner-party democracy. Obsolete or erroneously understood competences of party agencies - as is claimed in the Prague circles today - were sometimes in reality braking a speedier and more efficient implementation of the measures of the new economic system, a more consistent and speedier execution of the economic reform.
"All this was noted at the October party plenum, too, but the current plenum has begun to clear that up more energetically. Finally, the plenum has cleared up also certain criticism of the economic reform, attempts at its denial, and the braking of its progress. Abundant, open, and critical discussion at the plenum revealed that resistance, which is otherwise very manifold, as well as its sources, but the plenum again confirmed the firm course of the new economic management system.

"Precisely through looking for better and more efficient roads of party work one should view also the change of the First Secretary of the Central Committee. Antonin Novotny, who took this position as early as 1953 was given full recognition for his work hitherto both within the country and in the international workers movement.

"But with this plenum begins also the direct application of the principle of separation (dekulakizacija) of functions. Novotny retains the post of the President of the Republic, and the leadership of the party was entrusted to the energetic, young, but experienced Alexander Dubcek.

"The plenum examined also many other questions, such as the reorganization of the party and state apparatus, and some other personnel changes, which with regard to the announced proportions is called the first rotation of cadres in Czechoslovakia. However, since in the fall this year the regular parliamentary elections will be held, it is possible that there will be no more significant changes before the elections." (End text) (Radio Zagreb domestic Jan 8, 1968; 1930)